ALL IN TO VOTE

WHO SAID YOUR CIVIC DUTY HAD TO BE BORING?

We’ve completely revamped our nonpartisan voter empowerment site to answer every question a college voter might ask.

PLEDGE TO VOTE AND MAKE A PLAN AT ALLINTOVOTE.ORG.

PLAN YOUR ELECTION DAY IN LESS THAN A MINUTE.

We’ve built a tool that will let you choose your voting preferences and create a custom plan, along with links to everything you’ll need to know to make informed decisions when you’re filling out your ballot.

CLIMB THE CAMPUS LEADERBOARD

Pledging to vote helps your school climb our ranking of the most-engaged campuses across the country. Who will claim the title?

VOTING TERMS MADE SIMPLE

What’s early voting? Or voting by mail? We’ve written concise articles and explanations of tons of common voting terms that trip up both first-time and lifelong voters.

IDEAS FOR PASSIONATE VOTERS

Feeling motivated around the upcoming election? We’ve put together a robust list of ways you can get involved in voter registration efforts and increasing turnout.